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"It's as rollicking and riveting and ridiculous a ride as you'd hope 
and expect" 

—Village Voice

"Absorbing, honest, and highly entertaining." 
—Seattle Weekly

"Grade A-" 
—The Onion

"Shows why Tad remain one of the most beloved bands of that era." 
—Philadelphia Weekly

"8/10" 
—Decibel

**** (4 out 4 stars) 
—Mojo

*** (3 Stars) 
—Blender

"For the true story of one of grunge's best yet underrated bands, 
Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears is a fitting, must-see study of the 

mighty Tad." 
—All Music Guide

"****" (4 out of 4 stars) 
—Winnipeg Sun

"Great Documentary" 
—Pop Matters

"Grade B" 
—Campus Circle

"****" 
—Goldmine Magazine

"Doesn't just illuminate a unique, ultimately troubled band. It 
sweeps viewers back to a special time in rock history." 

—Idaho Statesman

"******" (6 out of 6 stars) 
—Rock N Roll Experience

"Definitely worth watching, and some great music to go with it." 
—411 mania

"Even if you don't know much about the band this is a good watch, 
no dull parts, well written and captures the feel and era. " 

—Lollipop

"It captures both the facts and feel of Tad's story" 
—Fensepost

"Even if you are not a fan of Tad, the DVD will introduce you to 
the band and their sound while providing a deep, intellectual look 

at the larger cultural issues surrounding the band. Tad: Busted 
Circuits and Ringing Ears is a documentary worth watching." 

—Blogcritics Magazine

"Everything a rock documentary should be" 8/10 
—Rock And Roll Nonsense

"TAD —Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears tells it like it was with 
heart, mind and very large balls, Come for the music, stay for the 

history lesson." 
—ABORT

"Sympathetic and thoroughly well-produced documentary." 
—Goatsden

"Mighty impressive stuff." 
—Subba Cultcha

TAD
Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears

Spans the entire career of TAD, featuring archival live footage, interviews,  
music videos, and lost footage.

This DVD spans the entire career of TAD, featuring archival live footage, 
interviews, music videos, and lost footage, as well as new footage and interviews 
with the band members and Krist Novoselic (Nirvana), Mark Arm (Mudhoney), 
Kim Thayil (Soundgarden), Chad Channing (Nirvana) and many others.

Busted Circuits winning press in a BIG way!
The accolades just keep on keepin' on...
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